
Read and understand entire manual before using this product The OMS receivers are designed to accept any accessory with 
an OMS insert. Each receiver is specially designed to meet 
specific needs and gives you the freedom to rearrange your gear 
on different mounting points without the use of tools.  Remove, 
change, and attach it according to your needs within seconds.

Slightly curved to the natural shape of 
your body, with minimal footprint and 
grips to hold tightly to your belt. The 
OMS Paddle Receiver is a classic OWB 
carry option.

OMS Paddle

Orpaz classic OWB carry option,  Fits 
on all belts up to 2’, designed with 
minimal footprint and grips to hold 
tightly to your belt.

OMS Belt Loop

Transform your Molle platform to be 
versatile and customizable. Compatible 
with all MOLLE systems
Attach any accessory you want quickly 
and easily without having to deal with 
Molle straps. 

OMS Molle

 Specially designed ergonomic structure, 
allows you to mount your Holster at lower 
level and allows a quick draw  when 
needed. Commonly picked by tactical 
and Law enforcement units.

OMS Low Ride

Secure, ergonomic, adjustable with 
minimal footprint and maximum 
functionality.
 Designed to meet tactical needs 
and mobility.

OMS Leg Platform

OMS RECEIVERS

OMS INSERTS

The OMS features two types of inserts:

The OMS Molle insert can be attached to any gear 
with the Molle mil-spec system, such as bags, 
pouches, first-aid kits etc, and transforms them 
to be versatile and modular. Mount your MOLLE 
equipment on any OMS Receiver you want, 
without having to deal with Molle straps, 
configure it only once, and you're ready for any 
mission. 

The OMS Insert can be attached to any Orpaz 
accessory with a matching hole pattern such as 
Holsters, Magazine pouches, Law enforcement 
gear etc’. It will mount on any OMS Receiver and 
features a special locking release mechanism 
and adjustable cant. Customize and transfer 
your gear to different mounting locations within 
seconds. 

2.OMS Molle insret

1.OMS Holster insret

WARNING Orpaz Holster designs vary according to specific firearms, Users must 
verify that the holster fits their firearm. Before using the holster make sure your pistol 
is checked, clear, and safe, with no magazine in the well. Do not use a loaded 
handgun with any ORPAZ accessory without first testing in the unloaded condition, Do 
not carry any pistol with a round in the chamber unless you have received professional 
training.  When drawing, replacing, or holstering your gun on different mounting 
locations, keep your finger away from the trigger, Be sure your safety is engaged, and 
keep the gun pointed in a safe direction. Drawing and holstering a firearm can be 
dangerous with risk of personal injury or death. You must seek proper instruction and 
training, Always use your firearm as recommended by the manufacture. Do not modify 
disassemble or remove any part from the OMS or any Orpaz holsters.

OMS USER MANUAL



OMS ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

OMS Holster Insert

OMS Molle Insert

1.Align the holster mounting inserts 
with the holes on the OMS Insert. 
Firmly hand tighten the screws.

2.Make sure the cant is set to your 
preference and firmly hand tighten 
the screws.

How to attach your OMS MOLLE insert to a MOLLE-compatible equipment 
( pouches, carriers, First-aid kits, pouches etc)

Thread all four edges of the insert underneath the MOLLE webbing at the 
same time- All four edges must be threaded properly. 

The safety locking adapter locks the insert securely to the Molle webbing.
(A)- Thread it under the webbing . 
(B)- Align it with the Insert's Locking hole, and slide it into place 

BBA

Contact us at : info@orpazdefense.com 
WWW.ORPAZDEFENSE.COM

QUICK START GUIDE

We value the relationships we have with our consumers, and 
we encourage you to contact us with any questions, 

comments, or feedback you have.

How to mount your gear on an OMS receiver.

1.Pull the latch while turning it sideways, so it remains open.

2. Align the insert with the receiver's locking holes (A) Slide 
the insert down until it stops in place.(B)

4. Push the latch back in place to lock the insert into the 
receiver.
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B


